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QUESTION 1
Answer questions on one text.
(a) The History Boys
Answer part (i) and either part (ii) or part (iii).
You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on part (i), and about 40 minutes on part (ii) or
part (iii).
(i)

Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question:
What do you think of the way Irwin speaks and behaves here? Give reasons for what
you say and remember to support your answer with words and phrases from the
extract.
[10]

Either,
(ii)

Write about the boy in The History Boys for whom you have the most
 sympathy. Explain why you have the most sympathy for him.

[20]

Or,
(iii)

What impression of education do you get from the play The History Boys?
Think about:
Ũ
Ũ
Ũ
Ũ

UIFTDIPPMUIFCPZTBUUFOE
UIFUFBDIFST
UIFCPZTšIPQFTBOEBNCJUJPOT
BOZUIJOHFMTFZPVUIJOLJNQPSUBOU

[20]
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Irwin

Classroom
So we arrive eventually at the less-than-startling discovery that so far as the poets are concerned,
the First World War gets the thumbs-down.
8FIBWFUIFNPVOUBJOTPGEFBEPOCPUITJEFT SJHIUŠIFDBUPNCTš BTZPVBMMTFFNUPIBWFSFBE
somewhere . . .
Anybody know what it means?

Posner

Š(SFBUQVCMJDTBDSJGJDFPGNBOZWJDUJNT PSJHJOBMMZPGPYFOš

Dakin

Which, sir, since Wilfred Owen says men were dying like cattle, is the appropriate word.

Irwin

True, but no need to look so smug about it. What else? Come on, tick them all off.

Crowther

Trench warfare.

Lockwood

Barrenness of the strategy.

Timms

On both sides.

Akthar

Stupidity of the generals.

Timms

Donkeys, sir.

Dakin

Haig particularly.

Posner

Humiliation of Germany at Versailles. Re-drawing of national borders.

Crowther

Ruhr and the Rhineland.

Akthar

Mass unemployment. Inflation.

Timms

Collapse of the Weimar Republic. Internal disorder. And . . . The Rise of Hitler!

Irwin

So. Our overall conclusion is that the origins of the Second War lie in the unsatisfactory outcome
of the First.

Timms

(doubtfully) Yes. (with more certainty) Yes.
Others nod.

Irwin

First class. Bristol welcomes you with open arms. Manchester longs to have you. You can walk
into Leeds. But I am a fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford, and I have just read seventy papers all
saying the same thing and I am asleep . . .

Scripps

#VUJUšTBMMUSVF

Irwin

What has that got to do with it? What has that got to do with anything?
-FUšTHPCBDLUPBOE*šMMQVUZPVBEJGGFSFOUDBTF
Try this for size.
Germany does not want war and if there is an arms race it is Britain who is leading it. Though
UIFSFšT OP SFBTPO XIZ XF TIPVME XBOU XBS /PUIJOH JO JU GPS VT #FUUFS TUBOE CBDL BOE MFU
Germany and Russia fight it out while we take the imperial pickings.
These are facts.
8IZEPXFOPUDBSFUPBDLOPXMFEHFUIFN 5IFDBUUMF UIFCPEZDPVOU8FTUJMMEPOšUMJLFUPBENJU
the war was even partly our fault because so many of our people died. A photograph on every
NBOUFMQJFDF"OEBMMUIJTNPVSOJOHIBTWFJMFEUIFUSVUI*UšTOPUTPNVDIMFTUXFGPSHFU BTMFTUXF
remember. Because you should realise that so far as the Cenotaph and the Last Post and all that
TUVGGJTDPODFSOFE UIFSFšTOPCFUUFSXBZPGGPSHFUUJOHTPNFUIJOHUIBOCZDPNNFNPSBUJOHJU
And Dakin.

Dakin

Sir?

Irwin

You were the one who was morally superior about Haig.

Dakin

Passchendaele. The Somme. He was a butcher, sir.

Irwin

:FT CVUBUMFBTUIFEFMJWFSFEUIFHPPET/P OPUIFSFBMFOFNZUP)BJHšTTVCTFRVFOUSFQVUBUJPO
XBTUIF6OLOPXO4PMEJFS*G)BJHIBEIBEBOZTFOTFIFšEIBWFIBEIJNEJTJOUFSSFEBOETIPUBMM
over again for giving comport to the enemy.

Lockwood

So what about the poets, then?

Irwin

What about them? If you read what they actually say as distinct from what they write, most of
them seem to have enjoyed the war.
4JFHGSJFE 4BTTPPO XBT B HPPE PGGJDFS 4BJOU 8JMGSFE 0XFO DPVMEOšU XBJU UP HFU CBDL UP IJT
company. Both of them surprisingly blood thirsty.
Poetry is good up to a point. Adds flavour.
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(b) Blood Brothers
Answer part (i) and either part (ii) or part (iii).
You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on part (i), and about 40 minutes on part (ii) or
part (iii).
(i)

Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question:
What are your thoughts and feelings as you read this extract? Give reasons for what
you say, and remember to support your answer with words and phrases from the
extract.
[10]

Either,
(ii)

What do you think about the way Linda speaks and behaves at different parts of the
play: when Linda is a child, a teenager, and an adult, at the end?
[20]

Or,
(iii)

Write about the different ways Mickey and Edward are brought up, and the
 effects these differences have on them both.

[20]
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Edward reaches his home and walks in. His mother hugs him and his father produces
a toy gun for him. Edward, delighted, seizes it and ‘shoots’ his father, who spiritedly
‘dies’ to Edward’s great amusement. Edward and his father romp on the floor.
Mrs Lyons settles herself in an armchair with a story book, calling Edward over to her.
Edward goes and sits with her, Mr Lyons joining them and sitting on the arm of the
chair.
Mrs Johnstone turns and goes into her house at the end of the song.
Mr Lyons gets up and walks towards the door.
Edward

%BEEZXFIBWFOšUGJOJTIFEUIFTUPSZZFU

Mr Lyons

.VNNZXJMMSFBEUIFTUPSZ &EXBSE*šWFHPUUPHPUPXPSLGPSBOIPVS
Mrs Lyons gets up and goes to her husband, Edward goes to the bookshelf and leafs
through a dictionary.

Mrs Lyons 3JDIBSEZPVEJEOšUTBZ
Mr Lyons

%BSMJOH *šNTPSSZ CVUJG JGXFDPNQMFUFUIJTNFSHFS*XJMM *QSPNJTFZPV IBWFNPSF
UJNF5IBUšTXIZXFšSFEPJOHJU +FO *GXFDPNQMFUFUIJT UIFGJSNXJMMSVOJUTFMGBOE*šMM
have plenty of time to spend with you both.

Mrs Lyons *KVTUŝJUšTOPUNF JUšT&EXBSE:PVTIPVMETQFOENPSFUJNFXJUIIJN*EPOšUXBOUŝ
*EPOšUXBOUIJNHSPXJOHBXBZGSPNZPV
Edward

Daddy, how do you spell bogey man?

Mr Lyons

"TLNVNNZ%BSMJOH *šMMTFFZPVMBUFSOPX.VTUEBTI
Mr Lyons exits.

Edward

Mummy, how do you spell bogey man?

Mrs Lyons

Mm?

Edward

Bogey man?

Mrs Lyons

(laughing) Edward, wherever did you hear such a thing?

Edward

*šNUSZJOHUPMPPLJUVQ

Mrs Lyons 5IFSFšTOPTVDIUIJOHBTBCPHFZNBO*UšTBŝBTVQFSTUJUJPO5IFTPSUPGUIJOHBTJMMZ
NPUIFSNJHIUTBZUPIFSDIJMESFOŝŠUIFCPHFZNBOXJMMHFUZPVš
Edward

Will he get me?

Mrs Lyons &EXBSE *šWFUPMEZPV UIFSFšTOPTVDIUIJOH
A doorbell is heard.
Mrs Lyons goes to answer the door.
Mickey

(off) Does Eddie live here?

Mrs Lyons

(off) Pardon?

Mickey

(off)%PFTIF *TIFDPNJOšPVUUPQMBZ FI

Edward

(shouting) Mickey!
Mickey enters pursued by Mrs Lyons

Mickey

)JZB &EEJF*šWFHPUPVS4BNNZšTDBUBQVMU:šDPNJOšPVU
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(c) A View From The Bridge
Answer part (i) and either part (ii) or part (iii).
You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on part (i), and about 40 minutes on part (ii) or
part (iii).
(i)

Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question:
What to you think of the way Catherine speaks and behaves here? Give reasons for
what you say, and remember to support your answer with words and phrases from the
extract.
[10]

Either,
(ii)

Some people think that Eddie Carbone had only himself to blame for what happens at
the end of the play. Some people think that what happens is out of his control. What
do you think?
[20]
Think about:
Ũ
Ũ
Ũ
Ũ

IJTSFMBUJPOTIJQXJUI#FBUSJDF
IJTSFMBUJPOTIJQXJUI$BUIFSJOF
IJTSFMBUJPOTIJQTXJUI.BSDPBOE3PEPMQIP
UIFXBZIFTQFBLTBOECFIBWFTBUEJGGFSFOUQPJOUTJOUIFQMBZ

Or,
JJJ  5IFSFBSFNBOZFNPUJPOTJOUIJTQMBZMPWFIBUSFEKFBMPVTZBOHFS$IPPTFone or two
of these emotions and write about two or three parts in the play where your chosen
emotion or emotions are shown.
[20]
Think about:
Ũ UIFDIBSBDUFSTJOWPMWFE
Ũ IPXUIFDIBSBDUFSTTIPXZPVSDIPTFOFNPUJPOPSFNPUJPOT
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Catherine enters from bedroom.
Catherine

*UTBGUFSUISFFXFšSFTVQQPTFEUPCFUIFSFBMSFBEZ #FBUSJDF5IFQSJFTUXPOšUXBJU

Beatrice

&EEJF*UšTIFSXFEEJOH5IFSFšMMCFOPCPEZUIFSFGSPNIFSGBNJMZ'PSNZTJTUFSMFU
NFHP*šNHPJOšGPSNZTJTUFS

Eddie

(as though hurt) -PPL *CFFOBSHVJOšXJUIZPVBMMEBZBMSFBEZ #FBUSJDF BOE*TBJE
XIBU*šNHPOOBTBZ)FšTHPOOBDPNFIFSFBOEBQPMPHJ[FUPNFPSOPCPEZGSPN
UIJT IPVTF JT HPJOš JOUP UIBU DIVSDI UPEBZ /PX JG UIBUšT NPSF UP ZPV UIBO * BN 
UIFOHP#VUEPOšUDPNFCBDL:PVCFPONZTJEFPSPOUIFJSTJEF UIBUšTBMM

Catherine

(suddenly) Who the hell do you think you are?

Beatrice

Sssh!

Catherine

:PV HPU OP NPSF SJHIU UP UFMM OPCPEZ OPUIJOš /PCPEZ 5IF SFTU PG ZPVS MJGF 
nobody!

Beatrice

Shut up, Katie! (She turns Catherine around.)

Catherine

:PVšSFHPOOBDPNFXJUINF

Beatrice

*DBOšU,BUJF *DBOšU

Catherine

How can you listen to him? This rat!

Beatrice

(shaking Catherine %POšUZPVDBMMIJNUIBU

Catherine

(clearing from Beatrice) WIBUšSF ZPV TDBSFE PG  )FšT B SBU )F CFMPOHT JO UIF
sewer!

Beatrice

Stop it!

Catherine

(weeping))FCJUFTQFPQMFXIFOUIFZTMFFQ)FDPNFTXIFOOPCPEZšTMPPLJOšBOE
poisons decent people. In the garbage he belongs!
Eddie seems about to pick up the table and fling it at her.

Beatrice

/P  &EEJF &EEJF (To Catherine) Then we all belong in the garbage. You, and
NF UPP %POšU TBZ UIBU 8IBUFWFS IBQQFOFE XF BMM EPOF JU  BOE EPOšU ZPV FWFS
forget it, Catherine. (She goes to Catherine /PXHP HPUPZPVSXFEEJOH ,BUJF 
*šMMTUBZIPNF(P (PECMFTTZPV (PECMFTTZPVSDIJMESFO
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(d) Be My Baby
Answer part (i) and either part (ii) or part (iii).
You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on part (i), and about 40 minutes on part (ii) or
part (iii).
(i)

Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question:
How do you think an audience would respond to the way the characters speak and
behave here? Give reasons for what you say, and remember to support your answer
with words and phrases from the extract.
[10]

Either,
(ii)

What are your thoughts and feelings about Matron and the way she speaks
 and behaves at different points in the play?
[20]

Or,
(iii) Be My Baby is both funny and sad. Write about one part that you think an audience
would find funny, and one part that you think an audience would find sad. Explain
     why you think your chosen parts would have these effects on an audience.
[20]
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Mrs Adams
Mary
Matron
Mary
Mrs Adams
Mary
Mrs Adams
Mary
Mrs Adams
Mrs Adams
Mary
Mrs Adams
Mary
Mrs Adams
Mary
Mrs Adams
Mary
Mrs Adams
Mary
Mrs Adams
Mary
Matron
Mary
Mrs Adams
Mary
Mrs Adams
Mary
Matron
Mary
Mrs Adams
Matron
Matron
Mary
Matron
Mary
Matron
Mary

Enter Matron and Mrs Adams. Exit Queenie.
Mary?
Mother.
/FBSMZEPOF
/PURVJUF .BUSPO
/FBSMZEPOF
How was your journey?
Rather slow.
Is Father . . .
(MBEUPIFBSZPVS"VOUšTPOUIFNFOE
Mrs Adams gets Mary’s coat and holds it open for her.
*šWFTQPLFOUPUIFCBOL:PVTUBSUBOFXKPCPO.POEBZ
This Monday?
City centre branch, no less.
I liked it where I was.
8FšWF CFFO SBUIFS CVTZ TJODF ZPVšWF CFFO BXBZ 'BUIFS UPPL UIF PQQPSUVOJUZ UP
decorate your room.
It was a girl, Mother.
Mary puts on her coat.
Button up, Mary.
I held her.
:PVEPOšUXBOUUPGFFMUIFDPME
*LFQUIFSXBSNšUJMNPSOJOH
$PNFBMPOH .BSZ:PVšSFBCJHHJSM OPX
Mary puts the Dansette and records on Queenie’s bed.
For Queenie.
*šESBUIFSZPVUPPLJU
4PTIFEPFTOšUGPSHFU
5IFUBYJšTXBJUJOH
*šNOPUSFBEZ
Then let me help you.
/P .PUIFS*šMMGPMMPXZPVEPXO
Shall I show you out?
She knows the way.
Mary?
*UšTBMMSJHIU*šMMCSJOHIFSEPXO
Exit Mrs Adams.
Well?
/PUSFBMMZ
You will be.
If you say so.
*UšTPWFS .BSZ5JNFUPHPIPNF
Mary hands her teddy bear to Matron.
For Lucy. My baby.
Matron takes the teddy bear. Exit Mary. Matron holds the teddy bear as ‘Be My
Baby’ plays to blackout.
The End.
Turn over.
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(e) My Mother Said I Never Should
Answer part (i) and either part (ii) or part (iii).
You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on part (i), and about 40 minutes on part (ii) or
part (iii).
(i)

Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question:
What do you think of the way Jackie speaks and behaves here? Give reasons for what
you say, and remember to support what you say with words and phrases from the
extract.
[10]

Either,
(ii)

What do you think of Margaret?

[20]

Think about:
Ũ IFSSFMBUJPOTIJQXJUI%PSJT
Ũ IFSSFMBUJPOTIJQXJUI+BDLJF
Ũ IFSSFMBUJPOTIJQXJUI3PTJF
Ũ UIFXBZTIFTQFBLTBOECFIBWFTBUEJGGFSFOUQPJOUTJOUIFQMBZ

Or,
JJJ  8SJUF BCPVU TPNF PG UIF DIBOHFT JO XPNFOšT MJWFT EVSJOH UIF UI DFOUVSZ UIBU BSF
shown in My Mother Said I Never Should and explain the effect they have on some of
the characters.
[20]
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Rosie

*GZPVXFSFSFBMMZNZNVNZPVXPVMEOšUIBWFCFFOBCMFUPHJWFNFBXBZ

Jackie

How dare you! (She goes to hit Rosie but cannot):PVšSFBUUIFDFOUSFPGFWFSZUIJOH*EP
(A slight pause).VNNZUSFBUFENFBTUIPVHI*šETJNQMZGBMMFOPWFSBOEDVUNZLOFF 
ŝQJDLFENFVQBOETBJEZPVšMMCFBMMSJHIUOPX JUXPOšUTIPXNVDI4IFXBOUFEUPNBLF
it all better. (Quietly)    4IF XBT UIF POF XIP XBOUFE JU LFQU TFDSFU    * 8"/5&%
you, Rosie. (Angrily) For the first time in my life I took care of myself–refused joints,
did exercises went to clinic. (Pause) ţ*UšT B HJSMŤ (She smiles irresistibly)ŝ "GUFS ZPVšE
gone I tried to lose that memory. (Pause. With effort) Graham . . . your father. (Silence)
)FDPVMEOšUCFUIFSFUIFEBZZPVXFSFCPSO IFIBEUPCFJO-JWFSQPPM)FXBTNBSSJFE
(Emphatically) He loved me, he loved you, you must believe that! (Pause) )FTBJEIFšE
MFBWF IJT XJGF  CVU * LOFX IF XPVMEOšU UIFSF XFSF UXP DIJMESFO  UIF ZPVOHFTU XBT POMZ
GPVSXFšEBHSFFE TFQBSBUFMJWFT*XBOUFEUPCSJOHZPVVQ)FTFOUNPOFZ(Pause)
I took you to Lyme Park one day, I saw them together, across the lake, he was buying
ice-creams, his wife was taking a photo. I think they live in Leeds now, I saw his name in
the Guardian last year, an article about his photographs . . . (Pause) It was a very cold
XJOUFSBGUFSZPVXFSFCPSO5IFSFXFSFQPXFSDVUT*DPVMEOšULFFQUIFSPPNXBSNUIFSF
XFSFOPMJHIUTJOUIFUPXFSCMPDLT*LOFXIFIBEBOPQFOGJSF JUXBTUSFOEZTPXFUPPL
a bus to Didsbury, big gardens, pine kitchens, made a change from concrete. I rang the
bell. (She stops) "1VOKBCJNBOBOTXFSFE TBJEIFXBTTPSSZUIFZšENPWFE#ZUIF
UJNF XF HPU CBDL UP )VMNF JU XBT EBSL  UIF MJGU XBTOšU XPSLJOHŝ(She stops) That was
the night I phoned Mummy. (With difficulty) Asked her. (Pause) *USJFE*DPVMEOšUEP
it, Rosie. (Pause) *U EPFTOšU NBUUFS IPX NVDI ZPV TVDDFFE BGUFSXBSET  JG ZPVšWF GBJMFE
once. (Pause)"GUFSZPVšEHPOF*LFQUXBLJOHJOUIFOJHIUUPGFFEZPV"XFFL
in the flat . . . Then I went back to art school. Sandra and Hugh thought I was inhuman.
I remember the books that come out that winter–how to succeed as a single working
mother – fairy-tales! (Pause) Sandra and Hugh have a family now. Quite a few of my
friends do. (Pause) I could give you everything now. Rosie? . . .
Pause

Rosie

I used to hate you, only I never knew why. (She gestures) 4JU EPXO PO UIF TXJOH *šN
going to Oldham, to live with Gran – Great-Gran. Dad says I can.
Jackie hesitates

Jackie

*šNGSJHIUFOFE
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QUESTION 2
Answer questions on one text.
(a) Silas Marner
Answer part (i) and either part (ii) or part (iii).
You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on part (i), and about 40 minutes on part (ii) or
part (iii).
(i)

Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question:
What thoughts and feelings do you have as you read this extract? Give reasons
for what you say, and remember to support your answer with words and phrases
from the extract.

Either,
(ii)

Write about Godfrey Cass and what he shows us about the society in which he lives.
[20]

Or,
(iii)

Write about the community of Lantern Yard and what it tells us about life at the time
of the novel.
[20]
Think about:
Ũ
Ũ
Ũ
Ũ

XIBUIBQQFOFEUIFSF
4JMBT.BSOFSšTSFMBUJPOTIJQTXJUIQFPQMFUIFSF
4JMBTBOE&QQJFšTSFUVSOUP-BOUFSO:BSEBUUIFFOEPGUIFOPWFM
UIFXBZ-BOUFSO:BSEJTEFTDSJCFE
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/P DIJME XBT BGSBJE PG BQQSPBDIJOH 4JMBT XIFO &QQJF XBT OFBS IJN UIFSF XBT OP SFQVMTJPO
BSPVOEIJNOPX FJUIFSGPSZPVOHPSPMEGPSUIFMJUUMFDIJMEIBEDPNFUPMJOLIJNPODFNPSFXJUI
the whole world. There was love between him and the child that blent them into one, and there
was love between the child and the world–from men and women with parental looks and tones, to
the red lady-birds and the round pebbles.
Silas began now to think of Raveloe life entirely in relation to Eppie: she must have everything
UIBU XBT B HPPE JO 3BWFMPF BOE IF MJTUFOFE EPDJMFMZ  UIBU IF NJHIU DPNF UP VOEFSTUBOE CFUUFS
what this life was, from which, for fifteen years, he had stood aloof as from a strange thing, with
which he could have no communion: as some man who has a precious plant to which he could
give a nurturing home in a new soil, thinks of the rain and sunshine, and all influences, in relation
to his nursling, and asks industriously for all knowledge that will help him to satisfy the wants
of the searching roots, or to guard leaf and bud from invading harm. The disposition to hoard
had been utterly crushed at the very first by the loss of his long-stored gold: the coins he earned
afterwards seemed as irrelevant as stones brought to complete a house suddenly buried by an
FBSUIRVBLF UIF TFOTF PG CFSFBWFNFOU XBT UPP IFBWZ VQPO IJN GPS UIF PME UISJMM PG TBUJTGBDUJPO
to arise again at the touch of the newly-earned coin. And now something had come to replace
his hoard which gave a growing purpose to the earnings, drawing his hope and joy continually
onward beyond the money.
In old days there were angels who came and took men by the hand and led them away from
the city of destruction. We see no white-winged angels now. But yet men are led away from
threatening destruction: a hand is put into theirs, which leads them forth gently towards a calm
BOECSJHIUMBOE TPUIBUUIFZMPPLOPNPSFCBDLXBSEBOEUIFIBOENBZCFBMJUUMFDIJMEšT

Turn over.
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(b) Pride and Prejudice
Answer part (i) and either part (ii) or part (iii).
You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on part (i), and about 40 minutes on part (ii) or
part (iii).
(i)

Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question:
What do you think of the way Mr. Darcy speaks and behaves here? Give reasons for
what you say, and remember to support your answer with words and phrases from the
extract.
[10]

Either,
(ii)

What does the way Mr Bennet speaks and behaves show us about society at the time of
the novel?
[20]
Write about:
Ũ
Ũ
Ũ
Ũ

IJTSFMBUJPOTIJQTXJUIIJTEBVHIUFST
IJTSFMBUJPOTIJQXJUIIJTXJGF
IJTPQJOJPOTPGIJTEBVHIUFSTšNBSSJBHFT
BOZUIJOHFMTFZPVUIJOLJNQPSUBOU

Or,
(iii)

Write about either a successful or an unsuccessful marriage in Pride and Prejudice.
Explain how your chosen marriage is affected by the society in which the novel is set.
[20>
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.S #JOHMFZ IBE TPPO NBEF IJNTFMG BDRVBJOUFE XJUI BMM UIF QSJODJQBM QFPQMF JO UIF SPPN IF
was lively and unreserved, danced every dance, was angry that the ball closed so early, and talked
PG HJWJOH POF IJNTFMG BU /FUIFSGJFME 4VDI BNJBCMF RVBMJUJFT NVTU TQFBL GPS UIFNTFMWFT 8IBU
a contrast between him and his friend! Mr. Darcy danced only once with Mrs. Hurst and once
with Miss Bingley, declined being introduced to any other lady, and spend the rest of the evening
in walking about the room, speaking occasionally to one of his own party. His character was
decided. He was the proudest, most disagreeable man in the world, and everybody hoped that he
would never come there again. Amongst the most violent against him was Mrs. Bennet, whose
dislike of his general behaviour, was sharpened into particular resentment, by his having slighted
one of her daughters.
&MJ[BCFUI #FOOFU IBE CFFO PCMJHFE  CZ UIF TDBSDJUZ PG HFOUMFNFO  UP TJU EPXO GPS UXP EBODFT
and during part of that time, Mr. Darcy had been standing near enough for her to overhear a
conversation between him and Mr. Bingley, who came from the dance for a few minutes, to press
his friend to join it.
Š$PNF %BSDZšTBJEIF Š*NVTUIBWFZPVEBODF*IBUFUPTFFZPVTUBOEJOHBCPVUCZZPVSTFMGJO
UIJTTUVQJENBOOFS:PVIBENVDICFUUFSEBODFš
‘I certainly shall not. You know how I detest it, unless I am particularly acquainted with my
partner. At such an assembly as this, it would be insupportable. Your sisters are engaged, and
there is not another woman in the room, whom it would not be a punishment to me to stand up
XJUIš
Š* XPVME OPU CF TP GBTUJEJPVT BT ZPV BSF š DSJFE #JOHMFZ  ŠGPS B LJOHEPN 6QPO NZ IPOPVS  *
OFWFSNFUXJUITPNBOZQMFBTBOUHJSMTJONZMJGF BT*IBWFUIJTFWFOJOHBOEUIFSFBSFTFWFSBMPG
UIFNZPVTFFVODPNNPOMZQSFUUZš
‘You BSF EBODJOH XJUI UIF POMZ IBOETPNF HJSM JO UIF SPPN š TBJE .S %BSDZ  MPPLJOH BU UIF
eldest Miss Bennet.
‘Oh! she is the most beautiful creature I ever beheld! But there is one of her sisters sitting down
just behind you, who is very pretty, and I dare say, very agreeable. Do let me ask my partner to
JOUSPEVDFZPVš
Š8IJDI EP ZPV NFBO š BOE UVSOJOH SPVOE  IF MPPLFE GPS B NPNFOU BU &MJ[BCFUI  UJMM DBUDIJOH
IFSFZF IFXJUIESFXIJTPXOBOEDPMEMZTBJE Š4IFJTUPMFSBCMFCVUOPUIBOETPNFFOPVHIUPUFNQU
me BOE * BN JO OP IVNPVS BU QSFTFOUUPHJWFDPOTFRVFODFUPZPVOHMBEJFTXIPBSFTMJHIUFECZ
other men. You had better return to your partner and enjoy her smiles, for you are wasting your
UJNFXJUINFš
.S #JOHMFZ GPMMPXFE IJT BEWJDF .S %BSDZ XBMLFE PGG BOE &MJ[BCFUI SFNBJOFE XJUI OP WFSZ
cordial feelings towards him.

Turn over.
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(c) A Christmas Carol
Answer part (i) and either part (ii) or part (iii).
You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on part (i), and about 40 minutes on part (ii) or
part (iii).
(i)

Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question:
What thoughts and feelings do you have when you read this extract? Give reasons for
what you say, and remember to support your answer with words and phrases from the
extract.
[10]

Either,
(ii)

What impressions do you get of life in 19th century London from your reading of A
Christmas Carol?
[20]
Think about:
Ũ
Ũ
Ũ
Ũ

UIFMJWFTPGUIFDIBSBDUFST
UIFXBZEJGGFSFOUDIBSBDUFSTTQFBLBOECFIBWF
UIFXBZ-POEPOJTEFTDSJCFEJOUIFOPWFM
BOZUIJOHFMTFZPVUIJOLJNQPSUBOU

Or,
(iii)

Explain how and why Scrooge changes at different points in A Christmas Carol.
In your answer you should refer to events in the novel and its social, cultural
and historical context.[2]
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Meanwhile the fog and darkness thickened so, that people ran about with flaring links,
proffering their services to go before horses in carriages, and conduct them on their way. The
ancient tower of a church, whose gruff old bell was always peeping slily down at Scrooge out of a
gothic window in the wall, became invisible, and struck the hours and quarters in the clouds, with
tremulous vibrations afterwards as if its teeth were chattering in its frozen head up there. The cold
became intense. In the main street, at the corner of the court, some labourers were repairing the
gas-pipes, and had lighted a great fire in a brazier, round which a party of ragged men and boys
were gathered: warming their hands and winking their eyes before the blaze in rapture. The waterplug being left in solitude, its overflowing sullenly congealed, and turned to misanthropic ice. The
brightness of the shops where holly sprigs and berries crackled in the lamp heat of the windows,
NBEF QBMF GBDFT SVEEZ BT UIFZ QBTTFE 1PVMUFSFSTš BOE HSPDFSTš USBEFT CFDBNF B TQMFOEJE KPLF
a glorious pageant, with which it was next to impossible to believe that such dull principles as
bargain and sale had anything to do. The Lord Mayor, in the strong-hold of the might Mansion
)PVTF HBWFPSEFSTUPIJTGJGUZDPPLTBOECVUMFSTUPLFFQ$ISJTUNBTBTB-PSE.BZPSšTIPVTFIPME
TIPVME BOE FWFO UIF MJUUMF UBJMPS  XIPN IF IBE GJOFE GJWF TIJMMJOHT PO UIF QSFWJPVT .POEBZ GPS
CFJOHESVOLBOECMPPEUIJSTUZJOUIFTUSFFUT TUJSSFEVQUPNPSSPXšTQVEEJOHJOIJTHBSSFU XIJMF
his lean wife and the baby sallied out to buy the beef.
Foggier yet, and colder. Piercing, searching, biting cold.

Turn over.
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(d) Lord of the Flies
Answer part (i) and either part (ii) or part (iii).
You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on part (i), and about 40 minutes on part (ii)
or part (iii).
(i)

Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question:
What thoughts and feelings do you have as you read this extract? Give reasons
for what you say, and remember to support your answer with words and phrases
from the extract.









Either,
(ii)

What do you think about Jack and the way he is influenced by his social background?
[20]
Think about:
Ũ UIFXBZIFUSFBUTUIFPUIFSCPZT
Ũ UIFXBZIFTQFBLTBOECFIBWFTBUEJGGFSFOUQPJOUTJOUIFOPWFM
Ũ UIFXBZIFJTEFTDSJCFE

Or,
JJJ  *UIBTCFFOTBJEUIBU8JMMJBN(PMEJOHţLOFXFYBDUMZXIBUCPZTPGIJTUJNFXFSFMJLFŤ
Do you agree? Give reasons for what you say. Remember to refer to events in the novel
as well as its social, cultural and historical context in your answer.
[20]
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The officer turned back to Ralph.
ţ8FšMMUBLFZPVPGG)PXNBOZPGZPVBSFUIFSF Ť
Ralph shook his head. The officer looked past him to the group of painted boys.
ţ8IPšTCPTTIFSF Ť
ţ*BN ŤTBJE3BMQIMPVEMZ
A little boy who wore the remains of an extraordinary black cap on his red hair and who carried
the remains of a pair of spectacles at his waist, started forward, then changed his mind and stood
still.
ţ8FTBXZPVSTNPLFBOEZPVEPOšULOPXIPXNBOZPGZPVUIFSFBSF Ť
ţ/P TJSŤ
ţ*TIPVMEIBWFUIPVHIU ŤTBJEUIFPGGJDFSBTIFWJTVBMJ[FEUIFTFBSDICFGPSFIJN ţ*TIPVMEIBWF
UIPVHIUUIBUBQBDLPG#SJUJTICPZTŝZPVšSFBMM#SJUJTIBSFOšUZPV ŝXPVMEIBWFCFFOBCMFUPQVUVQ
BCFUUFSTIPXUIBOUIBUŝ*NFBOŝŝŤ
ţ*UXBTMJLFUIBUBUGJSTU ŤTBJE3BMQI ţCFGPSFUIJOHTŝŝŤ
He stopped.
ţ8FXFSFUPHFUIFSUIFOŝŝŤ
The officer nodded helpfully.
ţ*LOPX+PMMZHPPETIPX-JLFUIF$PSBM*TMBOEŤ
Ralph looked at him dumbly. For a moment he had a fleeting picture of the strange glamour
that had once invested the beaches. But the island was scorched up like dead wood–Simon was
dead–and Jack had . . . The tears began to flow and sobs shook him. He gave himself up to them
OPXGPSUIFGJSTUUJNFPOUIFJTMBOEHSFBU TIVEEFSJOHTQBTNTPGHSJFGUIBUTFFNFEUPXSFODIIJT
XIPMFCPEZ)JTWPJDFSPTFVOEFSUIFCMBDLTNPLFCFGPSFUIFCVSOJOHXSFDLBHFPGUIFJTMBOEBOE
infected by that emotion, the other little boys began to shake and sob too. And in the middle of
the, with filthy body, matted hair, and unwiped nose, Ralph wept for the end of innocence, the
EBSLOFTTPGNBOšTIFBSU BOEUIFGBMMUISPVHIUIFBJSPGUIFUSVF XJTFGSJFOEDBMMFE1JHHZ
The officer, surrounded by these noises, was moved and a little embarrassed. He turned away to
HJWFUIFNUJNFUPQVMMUIFNTFMWFTUPHFUIFSBOEXBJUFE BMMPXJOHIJTFZFTUPSFTUPOUIFUSJNDSVJTFS
in the distance.

Turn over.
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(e) Ash on a Young Man’s Sleeve
Answer part (i) and either part (ii) or part (iii).
You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on part (i), and about 40 minutes on part (ii) or
part (iii).
(i)

Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question:
8IBUJNQSFTTJPOTPG%BOOJFšTMJGFEPZPVHFUXIFOZPVSFBEUIJTFYUSBDU (JWFSFBTPOT
for what you say and remember to support your answer with words and phrases
from the extract.
[10]

Either,
JJ  8SJUFBCPVU%BOOJFšTNPUIFS BOEIFSSFMBUJPOTIJQTXJUIIFSTPOTBTUIFZHSFXVQJO
Cardiff in the 1930s and 1940s.
[20]
Think about:
Ũ IPXTIFTQFBLT
Ũ IPXTIFCFIBWFT

Or,
(iii)

Ash on a Young Man’s SleeveIBTCFFOEFTDSJCFEBTţBGVOOZ TBE TUPSZŤ$IPPTFone
part of the story you find sad, and one you find funny. Write about each,
explaining  why they had that effect on you. In your answer you should refer to
events in the text and its social, cultural and historical context. 
[20]
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June the first was our agreement, our day of peace. It came in that year with all sunshine and
UIFXJOEPXTPQFOBOEUIFOFJHICPVSTšSBEJP*UXBTUFOOJTQMBZFSTBOEUIFZFMMPXTFBTJDLUSBNT
grinding down Cathedral Road. It was the end of a school day where we left our carved initials,
hurt and momentous, in the wooden desk, and school teacher (old Knobble-knees) rubbing off
DIBMLGSPNUIFCMBDLCPBSEMJLFBOBTUZEBZGSPNUIFDBMFOEBSŠ.JOEIPXZPVDSPTTUIFSPBE šTIF
TBJEŠ1MFBTF .JTT.PSHBO šBTLFE1IJMJQ ŠDBO*IBWFNZZPZPCBDL *XPOšUUBMLBHBJOEVSJOH
MFTTPOTš
Keith had asked me to his house for tea, for it was our day of peace, an interlude in our
constant campaign of being mean to each other, of masterful vilification. We walked hardly
UPHFUIFS GPS XF XFSF FOFNJFT 4VEEFOMZ ,FJUI TBJE  Š5IFSFšMM CF CBOBOBT BOE DSFBN  TP ZPV DBO
MFBWFBTTPPOBTZPVšWFFBUFOšFNšŠ*MJLFCBOBOBTBOEDSFBN š*TBJE0UIFSQFPQMFšTIPVTFTIBWF
BTUSBOHFTNFMM,FJUI5IPNBTšTIPNFXBTOPFYDFQUJPOBOE*XBTTOJGGJOHŠ8IBUšTUIFNBUUFS š
,FJUIšTNPUIFSBTLFEŠ*TUIFSFTPNFUIJOHCVSOJOH š*XFOUWFSZSFEXIFOUIFPUIFSTTOJGGFE5IFZ
KVTUTUPPEUIFSF ,FJUIBOEIJTNPUIFS IFBETDPDLFE ESBXJOHBJSUISPVHIUIFJSOPTUSJMTŠ*DBOšU
TNFMMBOZUIJOH šTIFTBJE*DPVME1FSIBQTJUXBTUIFPEPVSPGTJOPSUIFQBTUSFNBJOTPGQSFWJPVT
tenants. I ate bread and butter and jam and Welsh cakes, and Keith sniffed and sniffed louder and
MPVEFS RVJUFPTUFOUBUJPVTMZ*DBOUFMMZPVŠ#MPXZPVSOPTF ,FJUI šTBJEIJTNPUIFS*UJQQFEUIF
tea over the tablecloth and grew redder . . .
This was all a long time ago: I was ten years high and I lived in South Wales. There everything
was different, more alive somehow.
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